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NEW QUESTION: 1
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A. GRE tunnels operate in GRE/IP mode by default
B. The carrier protocol adds the delivery header
C. GRE tunnels operate in GRE/IPsec mode by default
D. GRE encapsulates the original packet
E. The IP header encapsulates the GRE header
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ein Unternehmen weist jedem Mitarbeiter eine Microsoft
365-Lizenz zu.
Sie mÃ¼ssen Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus auf jedem
MitarbeitergerÃ¤t installieren.
Welche drei Methoden kÃ¶nnen Sie anwenden? Jede richtige
Antwort bietet eine vollstÃ¤ndige LÃ¶sung.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
A. Verwenden Sie SCCM (System Center Configuration Manager), um
Office 365 ProPlus Ã¼ber ein Office Windows Installer (MSI)
-Paket bereitzustellen.

B. Verwenden Sie System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM), um
Office 365 ProPlus von einer lokalen Verteilungsquelle aus
bereitzustellen.
C. Verwenden Sie das Office Deployment Tool (ODT), um
Installationsdateien auf eine lokale Verteilungsquelle
herunterzuladen. Installieren Sie Office 365 ProPlus mithilfe
der heruntergeladenen Dateien.
D. ErmÃ¶glichen Sie Benutzern das Herunterladen und
Installieren von Office 365 ProPlus vom Office 365-Portal.
E. Laden Sie das Office 365 ProPlus Windows Installer (MSI)
-Paket herunter. Installieren Sie Office 365 ProPlus von einer
lokalen Verteilungsquelle.
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/plan-microsoft-36
5-apps

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ace Consulting, a multinational corporate finance consulting
firm, is examining the operations of Minishabby Farms, an Irish
conglomerate who is considering the development of a new
distilling process for their specialty spirits division. In
order to determine the feasibility of the new distilling
process, Ace Consulting is trying to determine the beta of the
proposed project. In their analysis, Ace Consulting begins by
identifying publicly-traded companies whose operations are
solely within the distilling business. Ace identifies four such
firms, determines the beta of each Company, and averages them
together. This figure is used as the beta of the proposed
project. Which of the following techniques most correctly
describes this method of identifying individual project betas?
A. Relational method
B. Monte Carlo simulation
C. Case study analysis
D. Accounting beta method
E. Pure play method
F. Empirical smoothing
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
In this example, Ace Consulting has used the beta coefficient
of four firms whose business is solely within the distilling
process. These firms are "pure plays" in the distilling field.
The Pure Play method of determining project betas is a popular
technique in corporate finance, most likely due to its ease of
use.
However, the identification of "pure play" firms is often
difficult for certain projects. In these cases, the second
method of determining project betas is employed, the Accounting

Beta method. "Monte Carlo simulation" is a method for
evaluating stand-alone risk, and "empirical smoothing" is a
fictitious term.
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